
Trust Marketing Framework





Let’s talk philosophy.



Today, we live in a world of skeptics.



In the last 15 years: very public, visible corporate/institutional failure



Local

Evolution of Trust

Institutional Distributed

Credit: Rachel Botsman



Public trust in Media: 2000-2020



At the same time, 
technology is exploding



Meet Rachel

She:

● Gets in strangers cars
● Goes on dates with people she 

meetings online
● Stays in strangers homes on 

vacation

Each of these things we are taught not to do as children. But, because of the power 
of the internet, the power of peer-to-peer reviews and two-way accountability, she’s 
able to make an enormous trust leap. 



Credit: Rachel Botsman

Jumping the Trust Gap
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Bottom-up

Distributed

How Trust is Built in the Modern Era

Credit: Rachel Botsman



Let’s talk 
strategy.



“A brand is no longer what we tell consumers it is 
- it’s what consumer tell each other it is.” 
Scott Cook, Co-Founder, Intuit

“Your brand is everything people say about 
you when you’re not in the room.” Jeff Bezos

Ride the wave.
Why? Your customers are your most trusted marketing asset.



Trust Marketing Framework
Built trust, increase visibility and drive conversion by making customers the 
central messenger in your marketing, rather than the brand.

Goal

Rachel is now at the center of 
your messaging strategy.

Why? Rachel is trusted. 
Rachel’s words drive action.



Visibility Local Search + Review-Led Marketing

Conversion Persuasion + Trust

A framework to drive business outcomes 
in the era of peer-to-peer trust

Sales/Leads



Without Trust 
Marketing You Risk 
Degrading Trust

Low popularity signals

Unflattering organic feedback

No brand side to the story



Operations Trust Marketing MarketingInsights Content

How Trust Marketing Interacts with Current Initiatives



Let’s talk tactics.



Phase I: Capture

Phase II: Distribute

Phase III: Manage

3 Phases of 
Trust Marketing



Phase I: Capture
Activate the happy, but usually quiet, majority of residents. And do it at the right time.



Phase II: Distribution

Syndicate review content to review platforms. Supplement current 
marketing channels initiatives with text and video review content.



Search
Review Sites

Website
Social Media

Ads
Email

Direct Mail
Billboards

Channels

Google
Facebook

Industry-specific 
review sites

Review Sites

Customers are 
routed to your 
selected sites as 
part of the 
Widewail Invite 
process

Text and Video 
reviews integrated 
into current 
marketing 
workflows and 
channels

PHASE II: DISTRIBUTE



Ads
10% of clicks

Map
2% of clicks

Map Pack
40% of clicks

8% of clicks

Organic
30% of clicks

2nd Page & Beyond
10% of clicks

Local SEO
Use review content to show up in 
the Google Map Pack, organically.

PHASE II: DISTRIBUTE



2017 2018

PHASE II: DISTRIBUTE
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Review signals ranked the second 
most important strategy in local 
SEO for the first time (June 2020)

Source: Moz

PHASE II: DISTRIBUTE

2020



“Reviews are your sales force. 87% of consumers read 
reviews.” 

“Review management is core to customer service. Nearly 
half of consumers expect companies to respond to 
reviews in two days or less. Invest in software that lets 
you monitor your reviews across multiple platforms to 
minimize your response times.”

“The majority of surveyed local SEO practitioners say your 
Google Business Profile’s rating influences conversions 
more than any other factor.”

“Only 19% of brands are using video for customer service 
and only 32% are using it for sales. Your opportunity is 
tremendous here if you become an early adopter.”

PHASE II: DISTRIBUTE

2021

https://www.brightlocal.com/research/local-consumer-review-survey/
https://www.brightlocal.com/research/local-consumer-review-survey/
https://www.brightlocal.com/research/local-consumer-review-survey/
https://www.brightlocal.com/research/local-consumer-review-survey/
https://moz.com/products/local
https://whitespark.ca/gmb-conversion-factors/
https://whitespark.ca/gmb-conversion-factors/
https://biteable.com/blog/video-marketing-statistics/
https://moz.com/blog/sell-like-qvc


Phase III: Manage
Monitor, respond, and analyze all incoming review and social comment 

activity across your entire online brand mosaic within hours



Tour, Move-in, Renewal

RentManager Trigger

Widewail sends SMS request

Widewail monitors, responds, tags

Group-level staff monitors 
reviews, reporting and prioritizes 

operational insights

Internal marketing team 
repackages text and video 

reviews for further distribution

Community on-site teams resolve 
problems, implement changes

Organic review content

A Centralized 
Strategy: Who 
Owns What?



A Marketing Framework Designed 
for the Peer-to-Peer Trust Era



Visibility Search + Review-led Marketing

Conversion Persuasion + Trust

Marketing, Advertising + Customer = More Persuasion 

Sales/Leads
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The Widewail Trust Marketing Platform

Generate customer feedback 
with automation and SMS

Invite
Managed services to monitor 

and respond to customer 
activity online

Engage

Reviews Video Reviews Social



Key takeaways

+ The voice of your happy customer is key to future 
success in a world of distributed trust.

+ Curate and display these positive experiences in the 
form of online reviews, video testimonials, photos and 
audio.

+ Bring the “VOC” as close as possible to conversion 
points in order to maintain momentum and encourage 
outreach/progress in the purchase process.


